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Ferromagnetic polarons in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and La0.33Ca0.67MnO3
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Unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculations on La12xCaxMnO3 (x50.5 andx50.67) in the full magnetic unit
cell show that the magnetic ground states of these compounds consist of ‘‘ferromagnetic molecules’’ or
polarons ordered in herring-bone patterns. Each polaron consists of either two or three Mn ions separated by
O2 ions with a magnetic moment opposite to those of the Mn ions. Ferromagnetic coupling within the polarons
is strong, while coupling between them is relatively weak. Magnetic moments on the Mn ions range between
3.8mb and 3.9mB in thex50.5 compound and moments on the O2 ions are20.7mB . Each polaron has a net
magnetic moment of 7.0mB , in a good agreement with recently reported magnetization measurements from
electron microscopy. The polaronic nature of the electronic structure reported here is obviously related to the
Zener polaron model recently proposed for Pr0.60Ca0.40MnO3 on the basis of neutron-scattering data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current paradigm for the electronic structure of m
ganites (A12xBxMnO3) with x>1/2 is a lattice of Mn sites
with d3 or d4 orbital occupancy, with the proportion of eac
decided by the value ofx and orbital ordering~OO! of the
occupiedeg orbital on d4 sites. The corresponding double
exchange model Hamiltonian has been stud
extensively.1–3 Manganites withx>1/2 usually exhibit a
phase transition,4–9 which has been assumed to be cha
ordering ~CO! of the d3 and d4 sites at a temperature we
below the paramagnetic transition temperature. The conv
tional picture of the orbital and charge ordered phase w
the CE magnetic structure10 is shown schematically in Fig
1~a!.

The validity of this picture for the manganites has be
questioned recently;11–13 its contradictions were pointed ou
by Goodenough in 1955.14 An alternative picture, the Zene
polaron,15 which challenges the ideas of double exchan
and CO in the manganites, was recently proposed to acc
for the structure of Pr0.60Ca0.40MnO3 determined by neutron
scattering.16 In the conventional CO and OO picture, orde
ing of theeg electron ond4 Mn sites is expected to induce
Jahn-Teller~JT! distortion; the long Mn-O bond distance i
LaMnO3 exceeds 2.15 Å,10,17 while the Mn-O distance in
cubic perovskite CaMnO3 is 1.88 Å.10 The lesser modula
tions of bond length in doped manganites withx;1/2 ~1.92
and 2.06 Å in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3

5 and 1.98 and 2.01 Å in
Pr0.60Ca0.40MnO3

16! suggest an intermediat
valence.

In this paper, we report results of unrestricted Hartr
Fock ~UHF! calculations on La12xCaxMnO3 for x51/2 and
x52/3. The UHF electronic structure for these compound
interpreted in terms of ferromagnetic polarons contain
two (x51/2) or three (x52/3) Mn ions. The main difference
between results from UHF calculations and the conventio
double-exchange picture is that all Mn ions are essenti
d4. Consequently, electrons must transfer from oxygen i
to every other Mn ion in thex51/2 compound, resulting in
an ordered array of O2 ions between pairs of Mn ions. Th
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/220404~4!/$20.00 67 2204
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structures of the polaron phases forx51/2 andx52/3 are
shown schematically in Figs. 1~b! and 2.

Mn-O2-Mn and Mn-O2 Mn-O2 Mn chains constitute the
polarons forx51/2 andx52/3, respectively. Mn magnetic
moments are in the range from 3.8mB to 3.9mB for either
compound while oxygen ions within the polarons ha
charges closer to O2 than O22 and magnetic moments of
20.7mB . All other oxygen ions are essentially O22 ions.
Each polaron has net magnetic moment of 7.0mB , in good
agreement with recently reported magnetization meas
ments from electron holography and Fresnel imaging.18

UHF calculations predict that magnetic coupling with
polarons is strong and ferromagnetic~FM!, while coupling
between polarons is much weaker and can be antiferrom
netic ~AF! or FM; these observations lead to a natural exp
nation for the observed CE orA-type AF magnetic ground
states of manganites withx51/2 ~Refs. 4,8! and the mag-
netic ground state of La0.33Ca0.67MnO3, which contains po-
larons with the magnetic moment roughly aligned along
polaron axis.6 Given that the magnetic coupling within th
polarons is strong and FM, the appropriate model Ham
tonian for these systems at low temperature is a Heisen
Hamiltonian on a triangular lattice where each polaron i
single magnetic entity, rather than the conventional doub
exchange Hamiltonian.

Results of our UHF calculations are at odds with dens
functional theory~DFT! calculations in the local spin-densit
approximation~LSDA! reported recently19,20and with LSDA
calculations done as a part of this work using the same e
tronic structure code21 in that UHF calculations predict a
magnetic moment on oxygen ions within the polarons, wh
DFT calculations do not.

II. UHF CALCULATIONS

All electron UHF calculations were performed fo
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 using the low-
temperature structures refined using x-ray data by Rad
and co-workers22 in the full ~80 and 120 atom! magnetic unit
cells.

Spin densities of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 ~Fig. 3! and
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 ~Fig. 4! in the ac planes of the crysta
structures clearly show the polaronic nature of the electro
structures, including the magnetic moment of the O2 ions
opposite to those of the neighboring Mn ions. The magn
unit cells of either compound each contain four polarons
the ac planes shown.

Magnetic moments and Mulliken populations on Mn a
oxygen ions in the polarons are given in Table I. Electr
holography and Fresnel imaging18 measurements show tha
below the AF Ne´el temperature, thex51/2 compound actu-
ally consists of both FM and AF domains, and that the m
netic moment per Mn ion in the FM domains was (3
60.2)mB . UHF calculations predict a net magnetic mome
of 7.0mB for the polaron, i.e., the polarons are fully sp
polarized, in agreement with these measurements of the m

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of the magnetic unit cell f
A0.5B0.5MnO3 compounds with a CE magnetic structure:~a! the
conventional double-exchange picture;~b! the polaronic picture;~c!
a possible change in orbital order in a small ferromagnetic dom
when an electron is added at the oxygen ion site indicated by
unshaded circle. Spins are indicated by arrows, Mnd4 sites by
double-lobed orbitals, Mnd3 sites by small shaded circles, O22

ions by larger shaded circles, and O2 ions by black circles.
22040
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netization of FM domains.18 Earlier neutron-scattering dat
for this compound~Table I! indicated magnetic moment
somewhat smaller than these fully polarized values,5 but the
trend, where larger moments are found on the sites den
Mn31, is reproduced.

Mulliken populations from UHF calculations o
La12xCaxMnO3 indicate total Mn ion populations in the
range from 2.25 (x50) to 2.13 (x51) with a monotonic
variation for intermediate values ofx. Mn d populations have
an even smaller relative variation across the range ofx with
a d population of 4.66 in LaMnO3, a range ofd populations
from 4.72 to 4.73 in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, and 4.70 in CaMnO3.
Similar d populations (Mn314.45 and Mn414.36) were
found in model UHF calculations by Mizokawa an
Fujimori.23 The t2g andeg populations~with the z axis ori-
ented along the Mn-Mn axis of a polaron! at the Mn31 and
Mn41 sites were similar: Mn31 t2g

3.08 d3z22r 2
1.10 dx22y2

0.55 Mn41

t2g
3.10 d3z22r 2

1.08 dx22y2
0.55 . The d3z22r 2 orbitals are nearly fully

spin polarized (0.95mB on both ion types!, whereas the
dx22y2 orbitals are weakly spin polarized. This is consiste
with a bonding picture in which thet2g shell on each Mn ionin
n

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the magnetic unit cell f
La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 with the experimentally observed magnetic stru
ture. Spins are indicated by arrows, Mnd4 sites by double-lobed
orbitals, O22 ions by shaded circles, and O2 ions by black circles.

FIG. 3. UHF spin-density plot for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 in the CE-AF
state.
4-2
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is half filled and a pair ofeg orbitals is combined with a se
of four empty sp3 orbitals to form a set of quasioctahedr
d2sp3 hybrid orbitals for polar-covalent Mn-O bonding. Th
consistency of both the Mn ion population andd population
across the range of values ofx contradicts the conventiona
charge ordering picture where Mn ions are assumed to h
their formal Mn31 and Mn41 charges.

Total energies were calculated for the FM state and f
different low-energy AF states of thex51/2 compound.
Low-energy states are found by flipping entire polaron m
netic moments; flipping the spin of one of the Mn ions in
polaron results in an increase of the total energy by aro
400 meV. Energies of the various low-energy magnetic sta
of the x51/2 compound are well fitted by an Ising-like
nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian of the form given in Eq.~1!.
An Ising-like Hamiltonian has been used to fit the total e
ergies for the various magnetic states of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3,
because UHF wave functions are eigenfunctions of theŜz

operator but are not eigenfunctions of theŜ2 operator. How-
ever, given the relative magnitudes of interpolaron and

FIG. 4. UHF spin-density plot for La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 in an FM
state.

TABLE I. Charges and magnetic moments in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3

from Mulliken populations and experiment.

Mn moment~mB! O moment~mB!

UHF ~CE-AF! a 3.91, 3.78 20.67
UHF ~CE-AF! a, b 3.79, 3.65
Expt.a, c 2.98, 2.57
Expt.d 3.4 6 0.2

Mn charge O charge
UHF ~CE-AF! a 12.18,12.17 21.24

aValues for the Mn moment at the Mn31 and Mn41 sites are quoted
in that order.

bModel Hamiltonian solved in the UHF approximation, Ref. 23.
cNeutron scattering, Ref. 5.
dElectron holography, value obtained for the FM domain per M
ion, Ref. 18.
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trapolaron exchange couplings reported here, the approp
Hamiltonian for a quantum simulation of the low-energ
magnetic excitations of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 is a Heisenberg
Hamiltonian with adjusted exchange constants.

H5(̂
i j &

Ji j

Ŝzi•Ŝz j

S2
. ~1!

Labeling of exchange couplings is shown schematically
Fig. 5 and exchange constants obtained by fitting total e
gies of UHF calculations are given in Table II. The sp
magnitude in Eq.~1! was chosen to beS52.

Exchange couplings within the plane shown in Fig.
along zigzag chains are FM and roughly equal in magnitu
whereas these couplings are AF perpendicular to the zig
chains. Exchange coupling between polarons in differ
planes is AF. The magnetic ground state is expected to be
type whenJAF1 exceeds (JFM11JFM2)/2 in magnitude and
A type otherwise. Both are observed to be the magn
ground state for variousx51/2 compounds, depending o
the A andB ion types8.

Our calculations actually predict anA type AF ground
state, whereas the CE-AF structure is the ground stat
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3.10 However, in similar UHF calculations on
LaMnO3,24 it was found that AF couplings are significant
underestimated compared to either experiment or result
configuration interaction~CI! cluster calculations, wherea
FM couplings are in better agreement with both.

III. DISCUSSION

The polaronic picture for manganites withx>1/2 which
has been presented is consistent with a wide range of ex
mental data and allows various observations, such as the

TABLE II. Exchange coupling constants derived fro
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 UHF calculations.

Exchange constant~meV!

JAF1 5
JAF2

a 8
JFM1 214
JFM2 212

aAverage value over two interplanar couplings in crystallograp
unit cell.

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of exchange couplings betwe
polarons in a Heisenberg Hamiltonian description.
4-3
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usual magnetization in La0.33Ca0.67MnO3, to be explained. It
accounts for the observation of A-AF or CE-AF groun
states for various combinations of counterion
A0.5B0.5MnO3;4,8 it is consistent with full spin polarization o
Mn ions in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3.18

One must be cautious in using UHF calculations to e
mate magnitudes of magnetic moments on the oxygen i
An analogy can be drawn between electron transfer from
O ion in a polaron to a neighboring Mn ion and separation
the electron pair in a hydrogen molecule as the proton-pro
distance is increased above the molecular equilibrium b
length. UHF wave functions for hydrogen molecules at la
bond distances consist of a spin-up electron on one pro
and a spin-down electron on the other; the additional c
figuration in which spins on protons have been exchange
omitted, owing to the simple functional form of the wav
function. UHF ~and LSDA! wave functions incorporate
strong electron correlation effects at the cost of a pro
treatment of electron spin. Spin symmetry is restored in
methods, but these can only be applied to finite clusters
ing to the large number of electronic configurations enco
tered in this approach. CI calculations on the pair of Mn6
octahedra in the polaron in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 show that the
overall spin configuration is a linear combination of seve
determinants25 with a magnetic moment on the central ox
gen ion. The La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 polaron electronic structure
therefore resembles that ina8-NaV2O5;26 it is unlike the
electronic structure which results in the FM coupling
E.
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LaMnO3, which is very well described by a single-sp
configuration24.

An obvious question which arises within the polaron p
ture is, ‘‘What happens when electrons are added to thx
51/2 phase?’’ That is, ‘‘What is the electronic structure pr
dicted to be in the FM region of the phase diagram w
0.2,x,0.5?’’ Since the bottom of the conduction band
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 is comprised largely of vacant oxygen 2p
states on the O2 ion in the polaron, one would naturall
expect to add the extra electron here. The spin density p
in Figs. 3 and 4 show that OO in thex51/2 compounds is
parallel to the polaron axis, whereas it is T-shaped
LaMnO3 ~long Mn-O bonds in JT distorted octahedra
LaMnO3 areperpendicularto each other!. If the extra elec-
tron is added to the polaronic oxygen site, it is expected t
there will be reorientation ofeg orbitals @Fig. 1~c!# and ad-
justment of Mn-O-Mn bond lengths. The OO in the vicini
of the added electron is expected to resemble that
LaMnO3 and one might expect to nucleate a small FM pa
as further electrons are added.
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